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Abstract. In Social Internet of Things (SIoT) environments, a large
number of users and Internet of Things (IoT) based devices are con-
nected to each other, so that they can share SIoT-based services. IoT-
based devices establish social relations with each other according to the
social relations of their owners in Online Social Networks (OSNs). In
such an environment, a big challenge is how to provide trustworthy ser-
vice evaluation. Currently, the prevalent trust management mechanisms
consider QoS-based trust and social-relation based trust mechanisms in
evaluating the trustworthiness of service providers. However, the exist-
ing trust management mechanisms in SIoT environments do not consider
the different contexts of trust. Therefore, dishonest SIoT devices, based
on their owners’ social relations, can succeed in advertising low-quality
services or exploiting maliciously provided services. In this paper, we
first propose three contexts of trust in SIoT environments including the
status and environment (time and location) of devices, and the types of
tasks. Then, we propose a novel Mutual Context-aware Trustworthy Ser-
vice Evaluation (MCTSE) model. The experiments demonstrate that our
proposed contextual trust evaluation model can effectively differentiate
honest and dishonest devices and provide a high success rate in select-
ing the most trustworthy services and providing high resilience against
different attacks from dishonest devices.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, a combination of the Internet of Things (IoT) and Online Social
Networks (OSNs) has led to the Social Internet of Things (SIoT) to facilitate
the discovery, selection, and composition of services provided by distributed IoT
based things [1,2,24]. Those things include personal devices (e.g., smartphones,
tablets), devices fitted with tags (e.g., RFIDs) in our environment, sensors and
actuators [24]. In SIoT environments, a device with a specific owner requests
services from or provides services to other devices, and establishes social rela-
tions with other devices based on social rules determined by their owners in an
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autonomous manner by considering their owners’ social networks [1,2]. Then, the
devices can exchange their friend lists with each other [1,2]. Moreover, devices
may establish different types of social relations with each other including own-
ership (devices belonging to the same user), co-work (devices collaborating to
provide common services), co-location (devices that are always used in the same
place), parental (devices belonging to the same manufacturers) and social device
relations (devices coming into contact continuously) [1,2].

Recently, a broad range of Social Internet of Things (SIoT) based applica-
tions have emerged [1], such as smart traffic management [23], smart airport [26],
and smart home [25]. To find the right source of information in such an SIoT
environment, a user’s devices can connect with other devices which are identified
by means of co-location relations. However, devices can be either honest, provid-
ing good quality services, or dishonest, providing poor-quality services. Dishon-
est devices may perform malicious trust-related attacks, such as Bad-Mouthing
Attacks (BMA), Ballot-Stuffing Attacks (BSA), Self-Promoting Attacks (SPA),
and On-Off Attacks (OOA) [3–5,9]. In order to mitigate against such attacks,
the issue of trust evaluation in SIoT environments arises and becomes promi-
nent. Firstly, when a service-consuming device looks for its needed service, some
service-providing devices may behave dishonestly and provide low-quality ser-
vices for their own benefit. Secondly, the resources of a service-providing device
could be maliciously exploited by some dishonest service-consuming devices [14].
Thirdly, dishonest devices may perform trust-related attacks to ruin the rep-
utation of other devices by reputation attacks (BMA and BSA) or to boost
their importance by self-interest attacks (SPA and OOA). Therefore, a reliable
SIoT environment needs to be built based on an effective trust management
mechanism for selecting trustworthy service-providing devices and trustworthy
service-consuming devices.

1.1 Background and Problem

A variety of context-aware trust evaluation approaches have been proposed in
Online Social Networks (OSNs) [12,22]. These approaches are mostly concerned
with the trust evaluation of social participants by considering the social contexts
between them. However, they do not consider social relations among devices
and the features of Internet of Things (IoT) service computing environments.
Furthermore, the existing trust management approaches in IoT [16,17,24,28]
only consider QoS (Quality of Service) trust metrics, without considering the
social relations between devices, which are very important characteristics of SIoT
environments.

To select trustworthy service-providing devices or service-consuming devices,
a variety of trust service evaluation approaches have been proposed in SIoT
environments [3–5,7,14,15,17,23]. To date, SIoT trust evaluation systems use
direct evidence, such as QoS-based trust, and indirect experiences, such as social
relation based trust, to evaluate the trust level of service-providing devices or
service-consuming devices. Though such trust evaluation mechanisms are applied
for indicating a device’s trustworthiness in many studies, they do not consider
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the different contexts of devices (e.g., the status and environment of devices)
and the types of tasks. Therefore, they cannot ultimately select the most trust-
worthy service-providing devices or trustworthy service-consuming devices. A
motivating example is given below.

Example 1: There are different SIoT-based communities and IoT social net-
works, and users can register their IoT-based devices to these communities and
networks to use different SIoT-based services [1,2]. Users want to share the pro-
vided services by their devices specially when a device cannot provide requested
services from its user. Suppose that users A, B and C register their IoT-based
devices (e.g., smartphones, tablets, etc.) in the same SIoT-based communities.
Then, suppose that the smartphone of user A, has low battery, and thus auto-
matically searches the nearest devices to delegate the task of recording an on-line
video from an important event. Suppose, user B is on the way to leave the place
where user A is. B has a smartphone, with a low battery. User C is on the way
to reach the place where user A is, and user C has a tablet with full battery.
While the devices of users B and C provide the same services and have the same
social relations with those of user A, the tablet of user C is more trustworthy
when the status and environment (i.e., time and location) of devices are taken
into account. However, the existing trust evaluation mechanisms cannot differ-
entiate user B ’s device and user C ’s device in such a context because they do
not consider devices’ trustworthiness in different contexts, such as the status,
and the environment of the devices, and the types of tasks [9]. In the literature,
the existing studies on trust evaluation only consider a service-providing device’s
single context, such as a service context, but a multi-contextual model will be
more accurate in evaluating the trustworthiness of devices and thus in demand.

1.2 Contributions

To overcome the above-mentioned drawbacks, this paper proposes a novel
Mutual Context-aware Trustworthy Service Evaluation (MCTSE) model in SIoT
environments for trust enhanced service evaluation. The characteristics and con-
tributions of our proposed model are summarised as follows:

1. We first propose a classification of contexts of trust in SIoT environments
including the status of devices, environment (time and location) of devices,
and the types of tasks. Based on the context of trust in SIoT environments,
we propose a Contextual SIoT Trust Model consisting of independent and
dependent metrics.

2. Then, we propose two new concepts Context-aware QoS Similarity based
Trust (CQSST) and Context-aware Social Similarity based Trust (CSST), and
propose novel models for evaluating them. Then, we apply these new concepts
in the MCTSE model to evaluate the trustworthy of service-consuming and
service-providing devices.

3. We conduct simulations with 600 randomly generated service-consuming
devices and service-providing devices to evaluate the effectiveness of our
model. The experimental results show that our model outperforms three
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state-of-the-art models effectively in evaluating the trustworthiness of service-
providing devices and service-consuming devices. It can also differentiate hon-
est and dishonest devices with a high accuracy which perform tasks without
attacks or with different types of attacks, respectively. Therefore, our model
can select the most trustworthy services with high quality and with high
resilience against different malicious attacks of dishonest devices.

2 Literature Review

In this section, we first review the most relevant the contextual trust evaluation
techniques applied in OSNs. We then review the trust management techniques
proposed in IoT, and SIoT studies that are related to our work. We categorize the
proposed techniques into single-context (one or two simple contexts are applied
to trust evaluation) and multi-context (more complicated contexts are applied
to trust evaluation).

2.1 Trust Models in Online Social Networks (OSNs)

In the studies of trust evaluation in OSNs, some qualitative approaches have been
proposed. As an example of a single-context trust evaluation, Kuter et al. [12]
consider the confidence calculated by a person toward another in FilmTrust, a
movie recommendation system, but it is unclear how they calculate this context
factor. As an example of multi-context trust evaluation, Liu et al. [8] proposed
a complex online social network structure with a new concept called “Quality of
Trust” to introduce the evaluation of the trustworthiness of a service provider
along with a certain social trust path from the service consumer to the service
provider. They considered social information including social position, social
relation, and preferences of participants to select trustworthy trust paths. Zhan
et al. [22], in online multimedia social networks, used credible feedback of digital
contents, a feedback weighting factor, and user share similarity to evaluate a
direct trust between users.

Though context-aware trust evaluation and trust recommendation
approaches have been proved to be effective in OSNs, they are not directly
applicable in SIoT environments.

2.2 Trust Models in Internet of Things (IoT)

In IoT environments, there have been a few studies on trust management models.
The categorising of trust remains unclear due to the lack of classification of the
listed research activities in an obvious sorting logic. Razzaque et al. [24] proposed
different architectures of the IoT, and identified the relevant research challenges
in communication problems and information gathering problems. However, they
did not propose any solution for security and privacy problems. Zheng et al. [17]
indicated that trust contains more meanings than security. Trust in IoT is built
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based on not only security, but also many other important factors such as hon-
esty, goodness, competence, reliability, and ability. Sfar et al. [16] reported that
trust management systems could be defined as deterministic trust (including
policy-based mechanism and certificates systems) and non-deterministic trust
(including recommendation-based, reputation-based systems, prediction-based,
and social network based systems). Recently, Chen et al. [28] proposed a trust
computation model based on fuzzy reputation in IoT systems. For trust compo-
sition, QoS trust parameters such as end-to-end packet forwarding ratio, energy
consumption, and packet delivery ratio are considered. However, contextual
information in both trust evaluation and trust recommendation has not been
considered yet.

Although IoT trust management systems share common features with SIoT
environments to provide services with different devices, the existing studies on
trust management in IoT systems do not consider the social aspects of the owners
of IoT devices.

2.3 Trust Models in Social Internet of Things (SIoT)

In SIoT environments, the existing trust management systems can be broadly
categorised into non-contextual and single contextual methods.

In a non-context-aware trust management model proposed in [6], Bao et al.
consider social relations in trust management for IoT. For trust composition,
they consider both QoS trust properties including honesty, cooperativeness, and
social trust such as community interest. However, the proposed factors for com-
puting cooperativeness based on the percentage of common friends are very
simple. Chen et al. [7] proposed an access service recommendation scheme for
effective service composition as well as resistance against malicious attacks. For
trust composition, they consider QoS trust metrics such as quality reputation
and energy status. Also, social trust is considered based on certain social sim-
ilarities. However, Chen et al. did not consider some trust properties such as
contextual and dynamic characteristics of trust. Chen et al. [5] proposed an
adaptive and scalable trustworthy service composition in SOA-based IoT sys-
tems. They only apply a single QoS trust to rate a service provider. However,
the social relations between devices are not considered.

As a single-context trust management model, Nitti et al. [15] proposed a
trust computation method which considers both direct and indirect trust. For
trust composition, QoS based trust (including transaction service quality and
computational capability) and social relation based trust (including centrality,
relation factor) are applied. In this model, trust is context-dependent but only
factors such as the number of transactions in a QoS based trust is considered
as a context. Therefore, their model is a single-context trust. Furthermore, Lin
et al. [14] proposed a contextual trust management model in which a context
consists of two components, task type and environment. They considered differ-
ent types of environments, for example, a hostile environment means that the
external condition is unsuitable for the current task. For trust composition, QoS
based trust (e.g., bandwidth, packet loss, etc.) and social based trust (social
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relationships, such as friendship) is applied. However, they only consider the
type of task and the situation of the environment as contexts, and they do not
consider other contexts such as time, location, and the features of a device, to
be multi-context.

To sum up, the existing trust management systems in SIoT environments
have not investigated context-aware (i.e., multi-contextual) trust evaluation and
recommendation yet. Moreover, context-aware trust models in OSNs cannot be
directly applied in SIoT environments because the specific characteristics of trust
in SIoT systems include direct (e.g., QoS-based trust), dynamic, etc, which
should be considered. In addition, existing trust models in IoT environments
do not consider the social relation among devices in SIoT environments.

3 Problem Statement and Metrics of Contextual Trust

3.1 Problem Statement

In our SIoT model, there are M devices which are denoted by D = {d1, ...., dM}
and there are N users which are denoted by U = {u1, ...., uN}. Let the social
network between users be represented by an undirected graph G = {U, E},
where E ⊆ U × U , and < u, v >∈ E means there is a social relation between u
and v. Moreover, there are I service-consuming devices and J service-providing
devices by considering the social relations o their owner which are represented
by SC = {SC1, ..., SCI} and SP = {SP1, ..., SPJ} respectively. In addition,
each of SCi or SPj is represented by a vector in a three dimensional space of
the contexts in SIoT including status (CS), environment (CE), and task type
(CT ), which are represented by C = {CS , CE , CT }. Each of CS , CE , CT has
different values presented by CS = {CS1 , ..., CSh

}, CE = {CE1 , ..., CEh́
}, and

CT = {CT1 , ..., CT´́
h
}, respectively. The vectors of

−→
SCi and

−→
SP j are represented

by Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively. Each of SCi and SPj has a list of the owner’s
friends which is denoted by UFreSCi

and UFreSPj
, respectively, and a list of

owner’s community of interests which is denoted by UComSCi
and UComSPj

,
respectively. Also, let S = {s1, ..., sl} denote the set of services which are provided
or consumed by devices in different time τ = {t1, ..., tp}, and locations L =
{l1, ..., lq}. Moreover, each of SCi and SPj has a user satisfaction level or ground
truth [19] which is shown by GTSCi

and GTSPj
, respectively. The aim of this

paper is to provide a list of trustworthy SPs and SC s for each of SPi and SCj

in each transaction.

−→
SCi =

⎡
⎣

CSi

CEi

CTi

⎤
⎦ (1)

−→
SP j =

⎡
⎣

CSj

CEj

CTj

⎤
⎦ (2)
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3.2 The Contexts of Trust in SIoT Environments

In general, devices in IoT environments may trust each other based on different
contextual factors, including different statuses of devices, such as energy, and
capability of computing, which provide or request different services at different
time and locations. In addition, the owners of devices in a contextual OSN [27]
may trust each other based on common social relations for different types of
tasks. For example, suppose that there are two devices dj and dk, as service-
providing devices, advertising the services requested by device di, as the service-
consuming device, in an SIoT environment. In this scenario, the QoS based trust
value evaluated by di for dj and dk varies at different time, locations and different
statuses of dj and dk. These contexts are considered as the contexts of trust in
IoT environments, as depicted in Fig. 1. Moreover, the social relation based trust
values evaluated by di by considering the common social relations between its
owner (ui) and the owner ui of dj and the owner uk of dk for different types
of tasks. Therefore, the task type context is considered as the context of trust
in OSNs which is shown in Fig. 2. By considering different contextual aspects
between devices in IoT environments and their owners in OSNs, we classify the
contexts of trust in SIoT environments in three categories including the status
of devices, environment (time and location) of devices, and the types of tasks.
Figure 3 depicts the space of the contexts of trust in SIoT environments. In such
a space, each device is considered as a service-providing device or a service-
consuming device which is shown with a vector in the three-dimensional space
of contexts including the status of devices, environment (time and location) of
devices, and the types of tasks. The contexts of trust in SIoT environments are
described as follows.

• The Status of a device (CS): The features of devices such as energy, and
the capability of computing.

• The Environment of a device (CE): Service-consuming devices and
service-providing devices may be located in different locations and may be
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available in different time (e.g., next 1 hour, next 2 hours, next 3 hours, and
etc.).

• Task type (CT ): For example, a service-consuming device could trust a
service-providing device for task type A but not for task type B. A task type
context which is requested by a service-consuming device could be made by
a combination of some services. Here, only two services are considered. For
example, the task type of A is a combination of services including S1 and S2.

3.3 The Metrics of Contextual Trust Evaluation

Based on the classified contexts of trust in SIoT environments, we propose the
following metrics of contextual trust with significant effects on trust evaluation.

3.3.1 Independent Metrics
Independent metrics of a service-consuming device and a service-providing device
in SIoT environments refer to the individual preferences of the service-consuming
device and individual capabilities of the service-providing device that has direct
influence on contextual QoS based trust evaluation. Moreover, QoS refers to a
level of service that is satisfactory to some user requirements including perfor-
mance, cost, availability, etc. The independent metrics include expected QoS
and advertised QoS. Each of these parameters is shown in a vector in the two-
dimensional space of the status and environment contexts of trust.

• Let
−−−−−→
ExQoSCS ,CE

SC i denote the Expected Quality of Service (ExQoS) that is
requested by a service-consuming device i (SCi) at a specific status and
environment contexts (CS , SE)

• Let
−−−−→
AdQoSCS ,CE

SPj
denote the Advertised Quality of Service (AdQoS) that is

provided by service-providing device j (SPj) at a specific status and environ-
ment contexts (CS , SE). These parameters are depicted by Eqs. (3) and (4)
respectively.

−−−−−→
ExQoSCS ,CE

SCi =
[
CSj

CEj

]
(3)

−−−−→
AdQoSCS ,CE

SPj
=

[
CSi

CEi

]
(4)

3.3.2 Dependent Metrics
The dependent metrics illustrate the contextual social based trust value between
a service-providing device and a service-consuming device, which include social
similarity friendship, social similarity community, social similarity relations, and
contextual feedback of trust in the context of task type. We consider the fact that
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the idea of friends has an important effect on the decision of someone. Therefore,
the more interests one has with another in a specific task type context the more
likely they trust each other in that task type context.

• Let SSimFreCT

SCi ,SPj
denote the Social Similarity Friendship (SSimFre)

that captures the degree of the common social friends between the owner of
a service-consuming device i and the owner of a service-providing device j
respectively which are evaluated by the service-consuming device i based
on its direct observations at the task type context. After two service-
providing and service-consuming devices exchange the friend lists of their
owners [2], i.e., UFreSCi

and UFreSPj
, they can compute two binary lists

including LFreCT

SCi
and LFreCT

SPj
where the size of each list is equal to

SFre = |UFreSCi
∪ UFreSPj

|. Each element in these lists will be 1 if the
corresponding owner is in UFreSCi

or (UFreSPj
) and has a relationship in

the specific task type context CT with SCi or (SPj), otherwise 0. The metric
of SSimFreCT

SCi,SPj
is calculated by Eq. (5).

SSimFreCT
SCi,SPj

=
LFreCT

SCi
.LFreCT

SPj

SFre
=

∑h
h́=1 LFreCT

SCi
[h́].LFreCT

SPj
[h́]

SFre
(5)

• Let SSimComCT

SCi ,SPj
denote the Social Similarity Community (SSimCom)

that captures the degree of the common communities between the owner of
a service-consuming device i and the owner of a service-providing device j
respectively which are evaluated by the service-consuming device i based on
its direct observations at the task type context. Moreover, the two service-
providing and service-consuming devices exchange the lists of community
interest of their owners [2], UComSCi

and UComSPj
. Then, they compute

two binary lists including LComCT

SCi
and LComCT

SPj
where the size of each list

is equal to SCom = |UComSCi
∪UComSPj

|. Each element in these lists will be
1 if the corresponding community interest is in UComeSCi

or (UComeSPj
)

and is related to the specific task type context CT , otherwise 0. The metric
of SSimFreCT

SCi,SPj
is calculated by Eq. (6).

SSimComCT
SCi,SPj

=
LComCT

SCi
.LComCT

SPj

SCom
=

∑q
q́=1 LComCT

SCi
[q́].LComCT

SPj
[q́]

SCom

(6)

• Let SSimRCT

SCi ,SPj
denote the Social Similarity Relation (SSimR) that cap-

tures the degree of common social relations (e.g. ownership, co-work, co-
location, parental) [1,2] between a service-providing device j with a service-
consuming device i at the task type context. We consider different weighted
values for each device social relations with other devices which are listed in
Table 1. For example, if two devices have the same owner while they provide
or request the same type of tasks, the weighted value is equal to 1. If they
have the same owner but they provide or request different types of tasks, the
weighted value is equal to 0.9. Moreover, if there are different social relations
between two devices, only the highest weight is considered.
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Table 1. Social Similarity Relations (SSimR)

Relationship Value

with CT

Value

without CT

Description

Ownership 1 0.9 Between devices that belong to the same owner

Co-work 0.8 0.7 Between devices that collaborative to provide common service

Co-location 0.6 0.5 Between devices that are in the same area

Social 0.4 0.3 Between devices that continuously interact with each other

Parental 0.2 0.1 Between devices that belong to the same production batch

• Let CFTCS ,CE ,CT

SPj →SCi
(n − 1) and CFTCS ,CE ,CT

SCi →SPj
(n − 1) denote the Contex-

tual Feedback of Trust (CFT) in the view of SCi and in the view of SPj

respectively, where n denotes the number of transactions between SCi and
SPj in the status and environment contexts of devices and the task type con-
text. CFTCS ,CE ,CT

SPj→SCi
(n − 1) denotes the previous direct feedback of a service-

providing device j toward a service-consuming device i at status and environ-
ment contexts of devices and the task type context and CFTCS ,CE ,CT

SCi→SPj
(n− 1)

denotes the previous direct feedback of the service-consuming device i toward
service-providing device j in the status and environment contexts of device
and the task type context, if there is any direct feedback. Moreover, let
V arianceCS ,CE ,CT

SCi →SPj
(K) denote the Variance of CFTCS ,CE ,CT

SCi→SPj
(n − 1) in

its K latest transactions and let V arianceCS ,CE ,CT

SPj →SCi
(K) denote the Vari-

ance of CFTCS ,CE ,CT

SPj→SCi
(n − 1) in its K latest transactions. The metrics of

V arianceCS ,CE ,CT

SCi→SPj
(K) and V arianceCS ,CE ,CT

SPj→SCi
(K) are calculated by Eqs. (7),

(8), (9) and (10) respectively. Then, the metrics of e
V ariance

CS,CE,CT
SCi→SPj

(K) and

e
V ariance

CS,CE,CT
SPj→SCi

(K) have been considered as coefficients applied to the previ-
ous direct feedback of service-providing device in our MCTSE model. There-
fore, if there is more variance in K latest transactions of a device, it means
that it was a dishonest device. Therefore, its dishonest behaviour is mem-
orized and it decreases the importance of its previous direct feedback. We
apply the e−x function where x is equal to the V ariance because the more
variance in the previous feedbacks, the less the trust value between them.
Moreover, the e−x function keeps the value of V ariance between 0 and 1.

V arianceCS ,CE ,CT
SCi→SPj

(K) =

∑n
x=n−k (CFT CS ,CE ,CT

SCi→SPj
(x) − CFT

CS ,CE ,CT
SCi→SPj

(K))2

k − 1
(7)

V arianceCS ,CE ,CT
SPj→SCi

(K) =

∑n
x=n−k (CFT CS ,CE ,CT

SPj→SCi
(x) − CFT

CS ,CE ,CT
SPj→SCi

(K))2

k − 1
(8)

CFT
CS ,CE ,CT
SCi→SPj

(K) =

∑n
x=n−k CFT CS ,CE ,CT

SCi→SPj
(x)

K
(9)

CFT
CS ,CE ,CT
SPj→SCi

(K) =

∑n
x=n−k CFT CS ,CE ,CT

SPj→SCi
(x)

K
(10)
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4 Mutual Context-Aware Trustworthy Service Evaluation
(MCTSE) Model

4.1 Overview of the MCTSE Model

In our proposed MCTSE Model, we consider two concepts, including Context-
aware QoS Similarity based Trust, Context-aware Social Similarity based Trust,
in the computation of MCTSE, which are described below.

• Context-aware QoS Similarity based Trust (CQoSSTrust): Let
CQoSSTrustCS ,CE

SCi,SPj
denote the Context-aware QoS similarity based Trust

that captures the degree of similarity between the expected Quality of Service
which is requested by a service-consuming device i and the advertised qual-
ity of service which is provided by a service-providing device j at status and
environment context of the device. We apply the cosine similarity function to
calculate the similarity between two vectors

−−−−−→
ExQoSCS ,CE

SCi
and

−−−−→
AdQoSCS ,CE

SPj
.

Therefore, CQoSSTrustCS ,CE

SCi,SPj
is calculated by Eg. (11). As the maximum

QoS similarity based trust, CQoSSTrustCS ,CE

SCi,SPj
= 1 captures that the SPj

can provide the maximum expected QoSs of SCi while CQoSSTrustCS ,CE

SCi,SPj
=

0 indicates that there is no similarity between the expected QoSs of SCi and
the advertised QoSs of SPj . If

−−−−−→
ExQoSCS ,CE

SCi
= A and

−−−−→
AdQoSCS ,CE

SPj
= B then:

CQoSSTrust
CS,CE
SCi,SPj

= cos(θ) = |−→A × −→
B | =

A.B

‖ A ‖2‖ B ‖2
=

∑h
h́=1

A
h́

.B
h́

√∑h
h́=1

A2
h́

√∑h
h́=1

B2
h́

(11)

• Context-aware Social Similarity based Trust (CSSTrust): Let
CSSTrustCT

SCi,SPj
denote the Context-aware Social Similarity based Trust

that indicates the overall degree of social similarity between service con-
sumer SCi and service provider SPj at the task type context. Equations
(12), (13), and (14) are applied to compute CSSTrustCT

SCi,SPj
. We apply

the e−x function in Eq. (12) where x is equal to SDissimilarityCT (it
denotes Social Dissimilarity between SCi and SPj in the task type con-
text) because the more the dissimilarity between a service-consuming device
and a service-providing device, the less the trust value between them. More-
over, the e−x function keeps the value of CSSTrustCT

SCi,SPj
between 0 and 1.

CSSTrustCT

SCi,SPj
is applied as a weight for computing direct trust. If there is

no social similarity between the owners of two devices in SIoT environments,
CSSTrustCT

SCi,SPj
= e−SDissimilarityCT means that there is a less trust value

between the owners of devices. The social factors including social similarity
friendship, social similarity community, social similarity relations may have
different importance. Therefore, weight parameters wi are applied to adjust
the importance of these three social similarity factors.

CSSTrustCT

SCi,SPj
= e−SDissimilarityCT (12)
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SDissimilarityCT = 1 − SSimilarityCT (13)

SSimilarity
CT = w1 × SSimFre

CT
SCi,SPj

+ w2 × SSimCom
CT
SCi,SPj

+ w3 × SSimR
CT
SCi,SPj

(14)

4.2 Assessing Trust in SIoT Environments by MCTSE Model

Mutual Context-aware Trustworthy Service Evaluation (MCTSE) indicates the
trust evaluation between a service-providing device and a service-consuming
device while both of them evaluate each other and consider the contextual infor-
mation. Below, we describe two parts of the mutual context-aware trustworthy
service evaluation including: (1) Trustworthy Service Evaluation from Service-
Consuming Device i to Service-Providing Device j (MCTSECS ,CE ,CT

SCi→SPj
). It is

calculated by Eq.(15). It denotes the direct trust value from service-consuming
device j to service-providing device i. (2) Trustworthy Service Evaluation from
Service Providing Device j to Service-Consuming Device i (MCTSECS ,CE ,CT

SPj→SCi
).

It is calculated by Eq.(16). It denotes the direct trust value from service-
providing device j to service-consuming device i. Moreover, the variance is
applied to consider the trend of a service-providing device in its K previous trans-
actions. In the following equations, we apply δ as a weight (0 ≤ δ ≤ 1) to balance
the importance of CQoSSTrustCS ,CE

SCi,SPj
, CSSTrustCT

SCi,SPj
, CFTCS ,CE ,CT

SCi→SPj
and

CFTCS ,CE ,CT

SPj→SCi
.

MCTSECS ,CE ,CT
SCi→SPj

= δ × CQoSSTrustCS ,CE
SCi,SPj

× CSSTrustCT
SCi,SPj

+(1 − δ) × e
V ariance

CS,CE,CT
SCi→SPj

(K) × CFT CS ,CE ,CT
SCi→SPj

(n − 1).
(15)

MCTSECS ,CT
SPj→SCi

= δ × CQoSSTrustCS
SCi,SPj

+(1 − δ) × e
V ariance

CS,CE,CT
SPj→SCi

(K) × CFT CS ,CE ,CT
SPj→SCi

(n − 1).
(16)

5 Experiments

In this section, we introduce two experiments of our proposed MCTSE model
in a simulation where 300 service-consuming devices need to select the most
trustworthy service-providing devices from 300 service-providing devices.
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5.1 Simulation Settings and Performance Comparison in SIoT
Environments

To simulate an SIoT environment, because there is a lack of a real dataset in the
literature, we create a synthetic dataset with 600 randomly generated devices
with different statuses, in which there are 300 service-providing devices and 300
service-consuming devices. These devices are randomly assigned to 200 users who
are selected from the synthetic dataset of the online social network Facebook
obtained from the synthetic Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection [13].
We assume that each user owns two devices on average. Each device has a role
as either a service provider or a service consumer. In addition, we assume that
after a direct interaction between the devices of two users, they exchange their
friend lists and profiles.

In our simulation, we classify the devices into two groups of honest and
dishonest devices who provide high-quality services and poor-quality services
respectively. The percentage of dishonest devices is set to 0% and 50% respec-
tively. The dishonest devices perform trust related attacks including BMA, BSA,
SPA, and OOA. To assess the performance of our proposed trust model, the user
satisfaction levels of service selections (or real service qualities of devices) are
considered as the “ground truth”. We compute the trust values of all honest
or dishonest devices using our proposed model and compare with the “ground
truth” to assess the accuracy of our model. For each honest device, a random
value in the range of [0.80, 0.85] is assigned to its ground truth (it shows that
an honest device provides high-quality service), and for each a dishonest device
a random value in the range of [0.55, 0.60] is assigned to its ground truth (it
shows that dishonest device provides poor-quality services). Moreover, we con-
sider the optimal parameters in our models obtained by trial and test: σ=0.8,
δ=0.5, w1=0.33, w2=0.33, and w3=0.33. In this paper, we select three state-of-
the-art trust management models in this field as the baseline models. They are
(1) SOA [5], as a non-context trust management model, (2) SubM [15] and (3)
ObjM [15], as two single-context trust management models, which are subjective
and objective models respectively. Each of these models is implemented using
C# programming. Then, trust-related attacks are modeled by applying their
descriptions [3–5,9].

5.2 Experiment 1: Effectiveness of Trustworthy Service Evaluation

Results & Analysis: Figure 4 shows the success rates of the MCTSE, SOA,
SubM, and ObjM models when there are different percentages of dishonest
devices (0% and 50%). When there are 50 % dishonest devices, we consider
three cases of different attacks, i.e, with BMA-BSA, with SPA, and with OOA,
respectively. From Fig. 4, we can see that MCTSE always has the best success
rate in all the cases. On average, MCTSE is 2%, 13.8%, 7.4%, 10.6%, and 10.2%
higher in success rate than the average of the three baseline models when there
are 0% and 50% dishonest devices who provide or consume services “without
attacks” and “with attacks” including BMA-MSA, SPA, and OOA respectively.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the success rate of an honest device (iterations = 20) by increas-
ing the percentage of dishonest devices from 0% to 50%, which are also categorized
into the cases of “without attack” and “with different types of attacks”

The experimental results illustrate that the MCTSE model can select the most
trustworthy devices with the best quality service when compared with the other
three baseline models. This is because the MCTSE considers multiple contexts
of trust and thus is able to distinguish dishonest devices more accurately.

5.3 Experiment 2: Effectiveness in Resiliency Against Attacks

Results & Analysis: Figure 5a to d depict the trust results of a service-
consuming device toward the honest and the dishonest devices, who provide
or consume services without attacks, and with attacks including BMA-MSA,
SPA, and OOA. From Fig. 5b, we can see that, although the trust value of the
dishonest device has been promoted by good recommendation of other dishonest
devices, its trust value decreases quickly after it provides poor-quality services.
Moreover, although the trust value of the honest device was ruined by wrong
recommendations, its trust value increases after providing good service. From
Fig. 5c, we can see that the dishonest device boosts its importance when the
transaction number changes from 1 to 9, to be selected as a service provider, but
then from transaction 10 onwards it starts to provide poor-quality services. Our
model decreases the trust value of the dishonest device when it starts to provide
poor-quality services by applying the variance of feedback. From Fig. 5d, we can
see that when dishonest devices perform OOA, they behave alternatively well
and badly. The MCTSE model with the consideration of the contextual feed-
back of trust and its variance can detect this attack. The experimental results
illustrate that: (1) when an honest device provides high-quality services and acts
cooperatively, MCTSE increases its trust value; and (2) when a dishonest device
provides poor-quality services and acts maliciously, performing different types
of attack, MCTSE decreases the trust value of the dishonest device.
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Fig. 5. The effect of feedback and context on the trust value of a dishonest device and
an honest device

6 Conclusion

In SIoT environments, trust evaluation has been taken as an important task
[3–5,7,14,15,17,23]. In this paper, we have proposed three contexts of trust,
including the status, the environment (time and location) of devices and the
task type. Then, we have proposed a Mutual Context-aware Trustworthy Service
Evaluation (MCTSE) model. The experimental results on a synthetic dataset
have demonstrated that the MCTE model can effectively identify honest and
dishonest devices. In our future work, we plan to propose a Mutual Context-
aware Trustworthy Service Recommendation model (MCTSR) and validate our
model on larger datasets.
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